Athena Stainless Steel Burners
Burner Material: 20 gauge 304 Stainless Steel
Pan Material: 18 gauge 304 Stainless Steel

Athena ½" Reflective Glass Colors
- Poseidon Blue
- Calypso Light Blue
- Krystallo Diamond
- Vesper Black
- Apollo Bronze
- Calypso Light Blue
- Terra Copper
- Golden Amber

Athena ½" Reflective Glass is sold in 10 pound clear plastic containers. Athena glass is designed for use in fire-pits and other fire features. When the glass is in a fire-pit or fire feature – Do not touch the glass as it is hot and will cause 3rd degree burns. Keep away from children and immature adults.

Lava Rocks, Granules & Pebbles
- Lava Rock
  - Available in 150 lb. Bags
- Lava Granules
  - Available in 50 lb. Bags
- 1”-1.5” Lava Pebbles
  - Available in 50 lb. Bags
- 1”-2” Lava Pebbles
  - Available in 50 lb. Bags

Colorado River Fiber Stones & Fiber Cannon Balls
- Black - Box of 16
- Dark Gray - Box of 16
- Gray - Box of 16
- Moss - Box of 16
- Rust - Box of 16
- Sand - Box of 16

- 2” Cannon Balls
  - Box of 12 - Black, Dark Gray or Gray
- 4” Cannon Balls
  - Box of 8 - Black, Dark Gray or Gray
- 6” Cannon Balls
  - Box of 4 - Black, Dark Gray or Gray

*Pilot assembly included but not shown.

Note: 30”, 36” & 48” fire-rings have a ¾” gas inlet.
OLYMPUS FIRE TABLE COLLECTION

Square Fire Table
Dimensions: 48” x 48” x 18”
(Shown in White)

Round Fire Table
Dimensions: 44” x 44” x 18”
(Shown in Black)

Linear Fire Table
Dimensions: 60” x 30” x 18”
(Shown in Gray)

Also Available
Optional Gas Fire Log Sets
18” - 24” 9 pcs. set or 30” - 36” 16 pcs. set

FIRE TABLE COLORS

Black  Gray  White  Rust  Bone

For more information: CustomerService@GrandCanyonGasLogs.com • 602-344-4217 • 3515 East Atlanta Ave. Phoenix, AZ 85040